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SG takes on The chancellor’s champions
Tallahassee
By Lazar Anderson
Crow’s Nest Correspondent
About 20 USF St. Petersburg students traveled to Tallahassee last
Tuesday, lobbying the state legislature to reinvest in higher education and appropriate funding for
a building to house the College of
Business.
Meetings with many state senators and representatives netted positive responses, with four resulting
in verbal commitments to a College
of Business building.
However, not everyone was
ready to support a new building for
USFSP. In a meeting with student
body president Mark LombardiNelson, Senate President Don
Gaetz made it clear there would be
some obstacles to overcome.
“I guarantee you that is absolutely not going to happen. Poof!
The money is gone,” Gaetz said,
opening his hand to pantomime a
cheap magic trick. He was referring
to Public Education Community
Outlay funds, which are a tax on
telephones and other utilities. The
funds, which are used by schools
for construction projects, have been
dwindling for years in direct correlation to declining landline use.
The students’ lobbying efforts
were part of USF Day, a joint effort
with the Tampa and Sarasota campuses. Altogether, roughly 75 students made the trip to address their
representatives in person about
their school’s needs.
The journey began with a 5:30
a.m. departure, as business students loaded a rented bus with
newspapers, laptops and pillows in
hand. By noon, tables were set in
the main lobby of the capitol building complete with USFSP-themed
gifts and literature.
College of Business Dean Maling
Ebrahimpour, Interim Regional
Chancellor Bill Hogarth, Regional
Vice Chancellor of External Affairs
Helen Levine, and Rocky the Bull
joined the students, who split into
groups to cover more ground. For
about 20 minutes, students were
given the opportunity to speak
directly to the senators and representatives in their offices.

See SG, pg. 3
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By Chelsi Kallis and Tyler
Killette
Crow’s Nest Correspondent
and Staff Reporter
Students rose to action with a petition in support of Interim Regional
Chancellor Bill Hogarth after
the Regional Chancellor Search
Advisory Committee did not recommend him as a finalist for the
permanent position last month.
Mark
Lombardi-Nelson,

student body president, had a seat
on the search committee and helped
narrow the pool of 74 candidates.
During airport interviews for
the final six, of which Hogarth was
included, Lombardi-Nelson spoke
to fellow committee members with
“conviction” — and tears in his eyes
— about how Hogarth has “put his
heart into being our chancellor.”
In doing so, Lombardi-Nelson
felt he expressed the interests of the
student body.

“He is by far the best person I
have ever worked with in my life,”
Lombardi-Nelson said, explaining
that while SG sees a lot of “red tape”
when trying to make changes on
campus, Hogarth has always tried
to greet them with “green lights.”
Though
Lombardi-Nelson
was disappointed with the committee’s decision to not include
Hogarth in the top three, he commended its fairness. When students
approached him looking for a way

to reverse the decision with a petition, he saw it as his duty to help
draft it.
Sophia Constantine, an SG
deputy, along with nine other students, were the main proponents
in creating the petition. Within 72
hours, petitioners acquired about
340 signatures.
“The student body embraces
him,” Constantine said. “He has a
heart. He cares for the students.”

See PETITION, pg. 2

Health services ‘surprised’ by fee increase
By Mike Hopey
Staff Reporter
When Student Government voted
to recommend a $1 increase on
the student health fee a couple
weeks ago, director of Student
Achievement Diane McKinstry was
surprised.
Though increasing the health fee
had always been McKinstry’s plan,

she did not expect SG to recommend such a significant increase so
soon.
For SG, the steep increase was a
gesture showing its commitment to
student health.
McKinstry said that the plan
had been to raise the health fee to
$6 per credit hour over the course
of a three-year span beginning this
year. The $1 increase to $4.90 per

credit hour is helping to get to $6 a
little quicker.
Knowing the increase would
have to be gradual, McKinstry
requested a raise of just 60 cents
when approached by student body
president Mark Lombardi-Nelson.
SG increased this figure in an emergency general assembly meeting on
Feb. 4.
According to McKinstry, increasing

the health fee to $6 will help secure
a full staff and more services when
USF St. Petersburg’s contract
runs out with its current provider,
Student Health Services through
USF Health.
Currently, Student Health
Services for USF Tampa provides
USFSP with a full-time staffer to
manage the front desk.

See WELLNESS, pg. 3
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All aboard the bloodmobile
News Briefs
Spring general elections place
presidential and vice presidential candidates Jimmy Richards
and Jordan Iuliucci against
incumbent Mark LombardiNelson and Christa Hegedus,
along with 17 senator-hopefuls.
Voting begins March 4 and
ends on the 7.
Also on the ballot will be
an amendment to change the
election schedule. Whereas
voting now begins the Monday
after spring break, Student
Government has proposed an
amendment to start the voting
nine days prior to spring break.
This change will allow more
time for officers to train before
assuming their new positions. It
would also give the elected student body president the opportunity to compete for a seat on
the Board of Trustees, which
would increase recognition for
the campus.
The vice presidential debate
will take place Monday, Feb. 25 at
7 p.m. in the University Student
Center ballroom. The presidential debate will be Wednesday,
Feb. 27 in the USC Reef at 7 p.m.
Students can post questions for
candidates during via Twitter
with #DEBATE-A-BULL.
Student Government voted to
amend Title 8 last week, resulting in big changes for club
operations.
Clubs can now request up
to $10,000 in travel expenses
per year — up from $3,000.
Expenses below $5,000 will
require a simple majority vote
from SG while expenses exceeding $5,000 will need a supermajority vote.
Requests for SG to fund
catering for club events (which
can now bring in food from anywhere, not just Sodexo) must be
submitted five days in advance,
as opposed to the previously
required 10 days.

Corrections
Ryan Matthew Cohn was misidentified as Brian Zaccone in
the article “Making art from a
decomposing body” in the Feb.
18 edition of The Crow’s Nest.
Cohn also did not attend art
school with Nicole Morris. In
“Under the heat lamp” from the
same issue, Andrea Inman, a
junior, was indentified as a sophomore. She also did not attempt
to use her card, as the article
stated, but she did receive an
email that said it would not work
unless she paid her bill.

By Matthew Thomas
Crow’s Nest Correspondent

“I don’t like needles” or “I’m afraid
to give blood” are two of the most
common reasons people do not
donate blood, according to the
American Red Cross.
OneBlood Inc., which brings
bloodmobiles to campus every
month, gives students a chance to
overcome their fears while donating to a valuable cause. The next
chance to donate is Thursday, Feb.
28.
According to OneBlood Inc.,
more than 4.5 million patients need
blood transfusions each year in the
United States and Canada. Nine
out of 10 people who live to age 70
will require a blood transfusion or

a blood component transfusion at
least once.
The organization says if the
number of Americans who give
blood increases by just 1 percent,
blood shortages would disappear
for the foreseeable future. Those
who give blood regularly are also
at a lower risk of heart attack and
stroke.
During each visit to the school,
bloodmobiles will sit by the corner
of Second Street South and Sixth
Avenue North right outside of the
Student Life Center from 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m.
Students ready to donate will get
on the bus, show their student ID
or driver’s license (first time donors
must have their driver’s license) and
fill out a questionnaire that makes

sure it is safe for them to donate.
Hemoglobin levels will be checked
through a finger prick test to make
sure students are eligible to donate.
If all is well, they’ll be shown
a comfortable seat from which to
donate. Eating a substantial meal
and drinking plenty of fluids before
donating is highly advised.
“Its a fun and minimally painful experience,” said Anthony
Patterson, a student who frequently
donates blood. He and Jennifer
Four, a nurse practitioner, agree
that giving blood is a fun experience that allows one to meet different people. Both encourage more
people to donate.
“I have given blood more times
than I can count,” said sophomore
Sydney Meloche.

She and Megan Sugg agree that
knowing their blood is going to
someone in need is a great feeling.
OneBlood Inc.’s community
relations representative, Nicole
Himler, encourages donors to
spread the word and bring friends
each time the bloodmobile visits.
She also feels that adding incentives
such as free shirts or movie tickets
has increased the amount donors
each visit. And as USFSP’s student
population continues to rise, future
visits by the bloodmobile will likely
be met with more donors.
Those seeking more information
can visit OneBlood.org. Students
will also be able to donate on March
21 and April 25.
news@crowsneststpete.com

Women have evolving role in terrorism
By Jennifer Nesslar
Crow’s Nest Correspondent
Americans’ perceptions of terrorism are different from the reality
of terrorism. Mia Bloom, a leading woman’s studies and terrorism
scholar, expressed this sentiment
in her Feb. 18 on-campus lecture,
“Bombshell: The Many Faces of
Women Terrorists.”
Terrorists use our false stereotypes to their advantage, Bloom
said. She explained that terrorist organizations use “gender stereotypes” against their targets,
as women are often perceived as
“peacemakers” while men are considered “war makers.” These stereotypes encourage terrorist groups to
involve women in their work.
“Terrorism is constantly evolving; the kinds of terrorism we see

changes over time,” Bloom said,
adding that women’s role in terrorism evolves as well.
Bloom noted that terrorist organizations use women to do all kinds
of tasks — something she said no
group is innocent of doing.
Islamic terrorist organizations,
such as the Taliban, use Islamic
women as suicide bombers because
they are less likely to be searched
at checkpoints, Bloom said. These
women wear long robes that are
ideal for hiding weapons and
can make them appear pregnant.
Stereotypes allow these women to
pass through undetected.
Terrorist organizations also use
stereotypes of the opposition to
convince others to join their cause,
Bloom said.
“Sexual humiliation of women
by occupational forces has become

the rallying cry [for terrorist organizations],” she said, explaining
that jihadists who sexually abuse
women often accuse American soldiers of this act. The abused women
are given a choice: die as a result of
the Islamic honor code or become a
suicide bomber.
Bloom encountered an opposing stereotype when publishing her book, “Bombshell.” North
American publishers wanted a picture of a veiled woman on the front
cover, demonstrating the view that
terrorists are Islamic.
Bloom, however, wanted a picture of a blonde-haired, blue-eyed
Barbie doll strapped with bombs.
She believed the Barbie demonstrated that terrorists come from
many places, not just the Islamic
culture. She said jihadist terrorists
would use women like this because

they defy stereotypes, adding that
jihadists often target converts to
use as suicide bombers.
Fearing a Barbie doll would
attract young American girls, the
publishers and Bloom agreed on a
blood-splattered cover instead.
Bloom feels she has a responsibility. Beyond her work at Penn
State, where she is an associate professor of international studies and
women’s studies, she believes there
is a greater story to be told.
“People are involved in terrorism for many reasons,” she said.
If that message gets out, she
believes people will begin to understand the terrorist mindset and will
be able to take action against it.

news@crowsneststpete.com

College of Business eyes globe
By Tyler Killette
Staff Reporter
The global business program at
USF St. Petersburg is undergoing
major reconstruction with ambitions of becoming the “best in the
state,” according to business professor Hermant Merchant.
Merchant wants students to
understand the importance of
international business, which
accounts for 20 percent of Florida’s
economy. He said South Florida
alone has more than 1,200 multinational companies.
“Everyone is globally exposed
whether they’re aware of it or
not,” Merchant said, explaining that so much as shopping at a
local Wal-Mart is an international

transaction.
The College of Business is working to create a “holistic program”
that produces, “well-trained individuals who can go out and make
a difference in the world of international business,” Merchant said.
If all goes as planned, Merchant
expects the only job competition facing global business graduates will be from their own classmates. He admits the plan is ambitious but feels the genuine interest
coming from faculty and students
will make it not only feasible but
successful.
The revamped program will
be 24 credit hours consisting of
core courses, electives and a study
abroad trip. While the core courses
are all in within the College of

Business, elective courses span over
multiple disciplines. About 30 elective choices are currently offered
and more are coming.
All students will take an overview course that focuses on a different aspect of global business
each week, with topics as broad
as European culture or specific
as expatriate management. This
course will help students streamline their course loads to reflect
their specific interests.
To enroll in the global business
major, one must be admitted to the
College of Business; however, the
minor is interdisciplinary.
The process for minoring in
global business has been cumbersome for non-business students
thus far but restructuring will

simplify the process.
While students can enroll in the
program now, its fine-tuning may
not be complete until spring 2014
— though Merchant hopes to see it
ready by this fall.
There will be a global business information session for the
on Feb. 26 from 12 to 4 p.m. in the
University Student Center where
College of Business representatives will distribute brochures
and answer questions about the
program.

news@crowsneststpete.com
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SG will
plan own
lobbying
trip
Continued from front page
The day’s final meeting with Senate
President Gaetz was a higherups only affair, consisting of USF
President Judy Genshaft, the student body presidents of the Tampa,
St. Petersburg and SarasotaManatee campuses, football coach
Willie Taggart, softball coach Ken
Erickson and Rocky the Bull.
USF Tampa’s student body president, Brian Goff, covered four of
the five initiatives on everyone’s
agenda, asking Gaetz to support
reinvesting in higher education —
particularly the $300 million that
was recently slashed from USF’s
funding. He also proposed Gaetz
invest in the USF Heart Institute,
in-state tuition for veterans, and
$118 million in USF’s online education program.
When Goff finished, LombardiNelson spoke up.
“I wouldn’t be doing my job as
USFSP’s student body president if
I didn’t tell you about our need for
a College of Business building,” he
said.
But before he could elaborate,
Gaetz made his response and his
opinion clear.
Despite the lack of support for a

Courtesy of Andrew Defraties

Students talk with St. Petersburg’s Representative Dwight Dudley during lunch in the capitol building.

new building from Gaetz, the day
was viewed as a success by student
participants.
“It went well. We planted the
seed that there is a need for a USFSP
College of Business building. That
idea will eventually grow into a
building,” said Andrew Defraites,
Student Government’s director of
marketing.
Jon Ellington, former student
body president and current business graduate student shared that
enthusiasm.

“We had positive responses, several commitments and constructive
feedback on how to move forward,”
Ellington said. “Some people gave
us news we didn’t want to hear and
that’s OK. It will help us sharpen
our saw and be more committed to
how we bring projects through.”
This was far from Ellington’s
first rodeo in Tallahassee. He made
the trip to the capitol building at
least a half dozen times when lobbying for the University Student
Center.

As select students from the
College of Business prepare thank
you letters, SG will begin planning its own trip to lobby for a new
building.
While Gaetz and others may
stand in their way, members of SG
who were on the trip have embraced
the challenge, even adopting a special greeting — a fist bump followed by a quick opening of the
hand, as both parties say “poof.”
The greeting serves as a motivational reminder of the challenges

they plan to work on in their future
lobbying efforts.
“We’re going to follow up with
local representatives and get ready
to go back,” Lombardi-Nelson said.
“We need to make them believe.”

news@crowsneststpete.com

Wellness Center
Hogarth: Petition is ‘flattering’
sees 45-55 students
Continued from front page

Continued from front page
Specialists from Tampa also make
regular trips to St. Petersburg for
appointments.
The Wellness Center is staffed
by one nurse practitioner and one
practical nurse. The two work in
tandem to care for students. More
serious health concerns are passed
onto local hospitals or specialists
at USF Tampa, which has a much
larger facility.
McKinstry said that the fee
increase would improve on all that.
When the Wellness Center was
built it was designed to accommodate two nurse practitioners and
two practical nurses. Each team
could use one of the four examination rooms while the others were
cleaned.
This is will be important to
have, McKinstry said, explaining
that USFSP’s growing student body
and increasing resident population
will increase the demand for health

services.
When the Wellness Center
opened numbers were low because
of the continuing construction on
the Student Life Center, but since
then the number of appointments
and walk-ins has quadrupled,
McKinstry said. In any given week,
the Wellness Center might see
between 45 and 55 students.
The money from the health fee
will also help the Wellness Center
employ a health educator who has
already reached out to students
with presentations in conjunction
with student organizations.
According to McKinstry, helping students adjust to college life
and the health concerns they may
face is part of what the Wellness
Center does. Prevention and education are part of keeping a school
community healthy.
news@crowsneststpete.com

SG also drafted a resolution to formally endorse Hogarth as chancellor but retracted it in fairness to
the other candidates, who would
be visiting campus the next week.
The resolution is now back up for
discussion.
“It’s flattering. It means a lot
to have the students’ support,”
Hogarth said. Despite his disappointment at not being recommended as a finalist, he said he will
continue to work on the needs of
the campus.
Christina Johnson, who signed
the petition, believes it is worth the
fight.
“I’ve talked with [Hogarth] personally a few times and he really has
the school’s best interest at heart,
especially the academics,” she said.
“He has some awesome plans for
the future if reinstated. He’s done
an awesome job so far, so why kick
him out?”
But not all students are willing

to support their current chancellor.
“I am perturbed by his past as
the chairman of the International
Whaling Commission, especially
now that our campus will have a
fish tank which, in essence, arrests
the freedom of whatever marine life
goes into it — a fish tank in which
he played a major role in getting,”
said Andrew Kramer, a junior.
On Feb. 8, Lombardi-Nelson
presented the petition to Judy
Genshaft, USF’s president. Genshaft
told him the students’ voice is critical in the decision for chancellor
but it is not the only voice being
taken into consideration. The views
of faculty, administration and the
community as well as whether
Genshaft believes she and the candidate can work well together are
all components.
Press coverage also became an
issue, Lombardi-Nelson said. Not
wanting candidates to be greeted
with headlines about students

petitioning to keep them away, SG
agreed to back down for a while.
As rumors fly and Genshaft ponders her decision, SG is losing time
to pass its resolution to endorse
Hogarth. Lombardi-Nelson said
discussion of how to move forward
should take place over the next
week.
But whether the petition and
resolution (if passed) influence
Genshaft’s decision, LombardiNelson is satisfied in knowing that
Hogarth will still have 10 to 12
pages of signatures saying, “we love
you,” from the students.
There is still no deadline
for Genshaft’s decision, but it’s
rumored that the new chancellor
will take over in June or July.

news@crowsneststpete.com
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Sophomores share salsa
By Amanda Starling
Crow’s Nest Correspondent
Lined up in front of a wall of mirrors, sophomores Eloy Martinez
and Kathleen Matos demonstrate a
spiral and a “Rocky.” Behind them,
12 students mimic the salsa steps,

Guest written by Kit E. Katt
Hello, college students. As I sit
here, perched on in front of the
keyboard, I am thinking of your
futures. I imagine that some of
you will graduate and get a place
of your own sometime soon, or at
least move into a parent’s empty
garage. Remember that any abode
is not complete without a furry
companion.
But what kind of companion,
you ask? I have provided some mice
advice below:
Why cats are better than dogs:
The joys of feline friendship:
• Cats are intellectually superior
to all mortal beings. Just ask the
Egyptians. They have extra senses,
and dabble in philosophy and ichthyology (the study of fish).
• Cats clean themselves. Who
has time to wash a dog and a car?
• Smaller bodies mean fewer
fleas. Most cats will grant you the
privilege of removing the ones that
they do get though.
• No funeral expenses. Don’t
worry about a thing when you give
up the ghost; any good cat will ceremoniously devour and dispose of
you.
• The sale of catnip is very lucrative. You need someone who knows
the good stuff when they smell it.
• Nasty rodents in the attic?
Nuisance rabbits in the garden?
A cat can help with that, and take
care of that chubby-cheeked pelletmunching prisoner on your dresser
too.
• Cats enjoy watching musicals.
Well, one musical. Isn’t Alexander
Lloyd Webber just great?
It wouldn’t be fair to provide the
above list without a counterargument. After all, dogs are too stupid
to make one themselves.
Want a (doggedly) loyal, mindless servant who likes to stick a wet
nose into everything? You might
like a canine.
You don’t have to share your
chocolate with them.
That’s about it!
getacatgetacatgetacat.

Courtesy of Amanda Starling

eyes focused on the instructors’
feet.
Vocal guides without music
come first, allowing them to practice the choreography. Then music
is added.
“Find that spot that repeats,”
Martinez said to the class. “There is

always an instrument that repeats,
whether bass or a trumpet.”
Martinez and Matos instruct
salsa students through the basics as
a warm-up. Matos calls out dance
moves to perform and Martinez
acts as a physical guide, adjusting
arms and dancing alongside. With
practice, the awkward steps of a
student develop into shaking hips
and fluid movements.
Martinez and Matos are seasoned dancers. Martinez danced
for six years and studied at the
Hot Spot Dance Studio in Miami.
Matos has danced for four years
and studied with Salsa Caliente
Studio. Pushed by friends to teach,
Martinez and Matos began to form
classes with the Fit-4-Life program.
The pair hopes to teach summer
sessions to classes of 30.
“People get a chance to make
new friends while learning a craft
from a different culture,” Matos
said.
Salsa dancing originates from
Afro-Cuban styling. The tropical, energetic style relies heavily on
partner dancing. However, a popular, social style is “salsa suelta,” a
form of line dancing.
“We get to learn moves to use
when we social dance, which is just

Courtesy of Amanda Starling

dancing without being told what to
do,” said freshman Kaitlin Coulter.
After three practice routines, the
partners switch off. Girls smile and
greet the boys. Boys stare at their
feet as the music starts.
“Give some tension to let them
know you are there,” Martinez said.
“The boys adjust their pistol grip
hand motion and gently push their
partners to turn. The number one
rule of salsa is that it is always the
guy’s fault.”
“You guys make it look so easy,”

one student called out as Martinez
and Matos demonstrated a move.
Martinez guides the students to
form a rotating circle and switchoff partners.
Salsa dancing classes meet three
times a week. The 1 p.m. class on
Monday focuses on beginners.
Intermediate classes are held on
Thursday at 4 p.m. and Friday at
5 p.m. All classes are held in the
Fitness Center.
life@crowsneststpete.com

Studying African American hair
By Krystal Blais
Crow’s Nest
Correspondent
Do you have to have good
hair to be taken seriously?
More specifically, is this
why
African-American
women treat their hair so
harshly?
These are questions
USF St. Petersburg student Monica Parkin will
answer at her presentation
at the Society for Applied
Anthropology conference
in Denver next month.
In her research, Parkin
focused on the “hair food”
that women use in their
hair. Not only the use of
actual food, but the way
advertisers and companies
use food as ingredients in
hair products.
Parkin defines society’s idea of good hair for
African-American women
as hair that has been chemically treated so that it is
softer and easier to maintain. However, these harsh
chemicals can burn scalps,

weaken hair and cause hair
loss over time.
There are many product
options on the line aimed
at black women and their
hair that don’t require any
chemically altering. Some
of these include the hair
foods discussed in Parkin’s
research.
“It’s great that there are
so many options, but it’s
not great that there has to
be,” Parkin said. “Why do
women do this?”
The answer she found
is some women do this
because they feel they are
not taken seriously if they
leave their hair natural,
especially in a professional
environment. Some women
feel that it’s just easier to
maintain treated hair.
Parkin
began
her
research for a class project
in an anthropology research
methods class. Intrigued by
the beauty world and its
impact on women, Parkin
set out to do research on
hair in general, due to the
availability of literature on

the subject.
After doing the class
project and receiving positive feedback, a professor
suggested that she present her work to the USFSP
Undergraduate Research
Symposium. After getting
more positive feedback at
the symposium, she was
asked to submit her findings to the USFSP Digital
Archives. The publication of her findings in the
Digital Archives inspired
her to propose to the SFAA
in hopes of presenting at a
higher level.
To help raise money for
her travel expenses there
will be a fundraising event
at the Tavern on March 6.
A dollar of every beer purchased will go to Parkin
and there will be a raffle to
help send her to Denver.
Parkin, 27, will be the
third USFSP student to
present at the conference.

life@crowsneststpete.com
Courtesy of Bluenile Photography
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Waterless car wash
founder gives back
By Mike Hopey
Staff Reporter
What started as a class project has
become part of a long-term life
plan for senior Nick Price. The
project, conceived in September
and launched in January, is a waterless car cleaning service called City
Sleekers.
The idea behind City Sleekers
is that cleaners go to the customer.
They ride out on custom Citizen
foldable bikes and clean cars with
a special chemical that bonds itself
to the dirt and grime to be wiped
clean. Unlike similar services that
can cost over $70, they don’t use a
drop of water.
[We’re] here to help the environment,” Price said. “Make money,
yeah, but it’s not the most important thing.”
In early February, Price placed
third in a pitch contest at an entrepreneurship conference at the
University of Tampa. He was nervous about the presentation because
he only had a few days to prepare.
“They grilled us,” he said.
Price’s efforts to be green don’t
stop at the waterless cleaning.
City Sleekers’ cleaners ride bikes
to cut down on pollution. Parts
of the company’s profits are going
to building water wells in foreign
countries. Even the microfiber
towels used to wipe off the cars fit
into Price’s long-term plan to give

back to the community — he plans
to have them recycled into blankets
and socks.
“It’s not just washing cars,” he
said. “It’s an opportunity to give
back to the world.”
Price sees turning his used
microfiber towels into other products — something like TOMS
Shoes, the company that gives a free
pair of shoes to a child in Africa for
every pair they sell in stores.
After an initial $20,000 investment from Price and his former
business partner, City Sleekers has
hired six people, and another 10 are
interested in employment.
Price says a competitor has tried
to find out the company’s cleaning
solution so he can create his own
version of City Sleekers. Price is in
the process of trademarking the
name and concept.
In the short term, Price is hoping
to add “more and more” locations
for their $25 per wash service. City
Sleekers and Price have a presence
at a lot of markets and golf courses.
In the long term, Price wants to
make City Sleekers even more central to his life.
“[It’s] more important than a
degree,” he said. “It would validate
me as a business person.”

Thomas Boyd/The Crow’s Nest
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On Saturday campus recreation hosted a flag football tournament on the recreation field. The tournament lasted from
11 a.m. until 4 p.m. Flag football was invented in the 1930s.

Eat your fruits and
vegetables
a playlist

“An apple, a carrot, a sweet potato. An orange, some broccoli, a green
tomato. Vegetables and fruits taste better than newts.” – Somebody
who was not Dr. Seuss. Feeling sad and saggy? You might just need a
metabolic rush. Put away the pizza for a day and pick up something
more natural. If you need some extra help making the healthy stuff
digestible, here are some songs to enjoy while you chomp away.
Rotten Apple
Alice in Chains
If front man Layne Stanley had
stuck to fruit and avoided heroin,
he might have still been around to
work on the band’s newest album,
“The Devil Put Dinosaurs Here.”
(put the lime in the) Coconut
By Harry Nillsson
Don’t actually chomp on one
of these unless you have steel incisors. Instead, crack one open with
a hammer and see how the lime
thing works out. That is, as long

as you feel comfortable murdering
one of Wilson’s cousins. If innuendos bother you, don’t worry. This
is one of the few fruit songs that is
actually about fruit.
Strawberry Fields Forever
By The Beatles
Who knew that strawberries
were psychedelic? In the late ’60s
when rumors of Paul McCartney’s
death were going around, people
thought they could make out John
Lennon saying “I buried Paul” at
the end of the song. Turns out he

was just talking about more fruit —
he actually said “cranberry sauce.”
Anyway, back to strawberries. For
a sampling of Florida’s finest, check
out the Florida Strawberry Festival
in Plant City, Feb. 28 through
March 3.
I Heard it Through the Grapevine
By Marvin Gaye
Some accuse R&B of being
whiny, but if anything this song is
only wine-y. Bad puns aside, this
tune only gets better with age.

Hollaback Girl (Bananas)
Gwen Stefani
Ever heard fruits referred to as
brain food? Well, this song should
make you a little smarter. You will
learn what an awful song sounds
like, and how to spell bananas.
(That’s B-A-N-A-N-A-S).
Choppin’ Broccoli
By Dana Carvey
Dana Carvey performed this
comical song as part of his tryout
for Saturday Night Live in 1986.
Obviously, he made it. Another

example of how vegetables can
work wonders.
Hot Potato
By The Kinks
Memorable lines: “La, la, la, la,
la, la, potatoes.” The Kinks wrote
this song about how simplicity is
beautiful. Maybe potatoes aren’t
so pretty, but your tongue won’t
know the difference. If this version doesn’t strike your fancy, give
the similarly titled number by The
Wiggles a listen.
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They say you can judge a man’s
character by the company he keeps.
If that’s true, the brothers and sisters of the University of Central
Florida’s fraternities and sororities might want to find some new
friends.
UCF’s Sigma Chi fraternity was
suspended in early February after
allegations of hazing and underage drinking. A photograph posted
to Facebook showed three young
men, at least one of whom appeared
to be close to vomiting, in front of a
table of alcoholic beverages. A caption read: “forcing a pledge to chug
while two others puke in misery.”
Sigma Chi is the same fraternity
where 18-year-old freshman Ann
Hefferin was drinking on the night
she died during the fall semester of
2011. The fraternity and Hefferin’s
sorority, Delta Delta Delta, were
both put on probation after the

incident and could not hold
any events with alcohol, though
that probation ended before this
month’s suspension.
A leaked internal document
from UCF’s administration labeled
Sigma Chi as “partiers” and “meatheads” and listed a number of other
knocks against the fraternity since
2007.
UCF administration took a step
further in mid-February and suspended all Greek life campus-wide
after it was announced that six
organizations were under investigation for alcohol abuse and three
more for hazing.
“The University of Central
Florida has halted Greek Life social,
new member education and initiation activities in order to work with
fraternity and sorority chapters on
comprehensively addressing alcohol and hazing issues,” read a press

release on the university’s website.
Internal UCF documents said
Alpha Epsilon Pi chartered a bus
where there was “forced consumption [of alcohol] by new members.”
Alpha Tau Omega is also under
investigation for hazing.
Under the suspension, fraternities and sororities cannot hold
social activities, new member education activities or initiations. They
can hold business meetings and
continue philanthropic efforts.
“Many Greek chapters and students exhibit model behavior and
set high standards for success in the
classroom and as campus and community leaders,” the release said.
“However, recent events have demonstrated that our Greek community needs a culture change when it
comes to the use and abuse of alcohol as well as hazing.”
Greek life has been a topic

of debate at USF St. Petersburg,
where at least one social sorority,
Delta Sigma Zeta, is currently in
the “colony” stage. The process to
become a full chapter can take several years and requires approval
from the chancellor and others.
The group has focused on charity
and leadership, and members have
denounced the hard-drinking and
hazing stereotypes perpetuated by
the Greek life organizations at UCF
and other schools.
Whether USFSP will become a
school with a rich Greek culture is
unclear. But one thing is for sure:
fraternities and sororities need to
stay vigilant to prevent the kinds
of incidents that give them their
stereotypes.
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Quotes & Notes
George Clarence Moran, better known as Bugs Moran, invented the
drive-by shooting. Moran came to power as a gangster in Chicago by bootlegging during Prohibition. A long-time rival of Al Capone, Moran nearly
succeeded in killing him on more than one occasion — leading Capone to
retaliate with a slaughter that became known as the Saint Valentine’s Day
massacre. Moran died of lung cancer at the age of 65 on Feb. 25, 1957 while
incarcerated in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary for robbing a bank in
Ohio.

“I have spent the best years of my life giving people the
lighter pleasures, helping them have a good time, and
all I get is abuse, the existence of a hunted man.”
-Al Capone, as quoted in the 1936 self-help book “How To Win
Friends and Influence People.”
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Music for the sake of music
By Erin Murphy
Guest Columnist
A few weeks ago I was mindlessly
browsing the racks of clothing at
Forever 21 when it happened. A
Nicki Minaj song came on. The
lyrics of which were, “I’m on the
floor, floor. I love to dance. So give
me more, more, ‘till I can’t stand.”
Poetry.
Now I don’t know about you,
but listening to a synthy-dance
song about a drunken party girl
doesn’t exactly inspire me to purchase trendy, overpriced clothing.
So I assumed the song wouldn’t put
anyone “in the groove.”
I was wrong. There was a young
girl standing with her brother in
front of the mirrors by the changing room. They were presumably
waiting for their mother to finish
trying on clothes, most likely in an
attempt to look forever 21. The girl
was about 8, maybe 9. And when
that Nicki Minaj song screeched

across the speakers, she busted out
into what can only be described as
a colorful dance, all the while smiling at her gyrating reflection in the
mirror. My unsuspecting eyeballs
were scorched.
I’m not trying to come off as
sounding harsh or musically closed
minded, and I’m certainly not
condemning you if you like Nicki
Minaj. Everyone has his or her
own taste in music, and a right to
that taste. But did you ever stop to
think that maybe this taste has lost
its flavor? The music industry has
been pushing dubstep and mindless pop without feeling for quite
some time now. We have become
numb to it. We indifferently eat
what the industry spoon-feeds us
and go along with whatever music
is trendy. Music is no longer art, it is
entertainment.
Unfortunately, this kind of overthe-top pop star act seems to be the
rule, not the exception. Singers like
Lady Gaga and Katy Perry have

the talent but none of the restraint.
They assume a role and become a
brand name. The music they make
is based more on marketability and
less on personal attachment.
There’s something decidedly
good about music that has grit.
The world we live in is not OK with
imperfections. Perhaps that is why
auto-tune was invented — why
sound like yourself when you can
sound better than yourself? So we
settle for this polished but often
mediocre music. Mindless music
can be fun to listen to on occasion, but the basic function of the
art form is to serve as a medium for
passionate expression.
One Friday I went to a coffee
house to see live music. It cost three
dollars. The act was a singer/songwriter, with his acoustic guitar
slung under his arm. The next hour
of my life was spent listening to the
tale of this young singer’s heartache
and how he had weaved his troubles into melodies. The pain was

palpable. This man had a reason to
sing. And there was an ache in his
voice that night that put the whole
music industry to shame.
I guess what I’m trying to say is
that there seems to be a lot of artists
today that make music for the sake
of making music. And yet, there
is an abundance of art and feeling
and life beyond the prepackaged
glitz and sparkle of what our culture pushes at us.
Call me crazy, but maybe the
hipster scene got something right:
not everything mainstream is
worth the time.

Erin Murphy is a freshman majoring in mass communications.
She can be reached at
erinmurphy@mail.usf.edu

A wide look at USF Athletics
By Frank Kurtz
Staff Columnist
We are now halfway through the
spring semester, and it has been a
tough academic year for two of the
three revenue sports for the South
Florida Bulls. These sports are football, men’s basketball and baseball
—commonly referred to as “The
Big Three.”
The football squad finished with
a dismal three and nine record while
going a big fat 1-6 in the Big East
Conference. Sure, we started out
nice with wins over the University
of Tennessee Chattanooga and the
University of Nevada – though for
the win over the Wolfpack we had
to wait until the final minute to
secure a one-point victory.
We choked against Rutgers
University again on a Thursday
night in Raymond James that
started a six game losing skid to
schools such as Ball State, the fourth
ranked Florida State University
(who were getting us back for
2009 when we beat the ‘Noles in
Tallahassee), Big East newcomer
Temple University, the University of
Louisville, and Syracuse University
by one point during our homecoming game.
We somehow managed a victory
over the University of Connecticut
before retuning to “A Holtz New
Era” of losing. We were drubbed
40 to nine by in-state rival the
University of Miami, and rounded
out the season with losses to the

Universities of Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh.
In the aftermath of the horrible
season and failing to play in a bowl
game for two consecutive seasons,
Holtz was let go, and Willie Taggart
was hired to be the Bulls’ third head
coach in the history of the program.
The Men’s basketball season
opened with a loss to in-state
and future Big East rival Central
Florida. We compiled a nine and
three record with wins that included
in-state Stetson University, the
University of Georgia in the Big
East-SEC Challenge, a triple overtime thriller over Bowling Green
University, 2006 Cinderella George
Mason University, and avenged the
season opener over Central Florida
in Orlando going into the Big East
season. It looked like a back-toback NCAA tournament appearance was an actual possibility.
We opened Big East play
with four consecutive losses that
included Syracuse and thirdranked Louisville before stealing a
win from Georgetown University.
Nine consecutive losses have followed, to schools such as No. 24/23
University of Notre Dame, No.
25 Marquette University, twice,
UConn, and then No. 12 Louisville.
We have four conference games
left against at Pittsburgh on Feb. 27,
home against DePaul University on
March 3, UConn at home on the
March 6, and we finish the season
at Cincinnati on March 9.
We will play at Madison

Square Garden during the Big
East Tournament, which starts on
March 12. As of press time we are
the 14th seeded team with one conference win. Seton Hall University
and DePaul both have two, so there
is the possibility of rising to the
12th seed. Rutgers is the current
11th seed, with four conference
wins, so if they choke and we win
there is a possibility.
It would be impossible to catch
10th-seeded Providence College,
with seven Big East wins and a
first round bye. The only way for
South Florida to make it back to the
“Big Dance,” is to win the Big East
Tournament.
That brings me to the last of the
“Big Three,” baseball. The season
started two weekends ago with a
10-to-one loss to Louisville, a 20-totwo win over Purdue University
and a 12-to-two loss to Indiana
University. This past weekend we
traveled to Tallahassee for a threegame series. We dropped the first
game 14 to three on Saturday afternoon. There was a double header on
Sunday due to a rainout on Friday,
with an 8-0 loss to Florida State and
(game two score).
The Bulls do not leave Florida
until a three game series in D.C.
against Georgetown in the last
weekend of March. Before departing for the District, we travel to
Central Florida for a Tuesday night
game, host Toledo University, play
a midweek two-game set against
Boston College and Valparaiso

University. We then travel to
Florida International for a midweek
two-game series, return for three
games against Florida Agriculture
and Mechanical University, go
to Bethune Cookman College on
March 19, and host Cincinnati and
then Florida Gulf Coast University
for a Tuesday night showdown.
In April we face Stetson home
and away; host Pittsburgh, Central
Florida and Alcorn State University.
We travel to UConn and on the
23rd to the University of Florida.
The Bulls host St. John’s University
and Bethune Cookman to round
out April.
On May Day we host Stetson,
travel to Notre Dame, Seaton Hall,
and one game against Florida Gulf
Coast. We host Rutgers to end the
regular season; followed by the Big
East Tournament which runs from
May 22 to 26.
If we have a solid season, play
well in the Big East Tournament,
there is a possibility that the Bulls
can make it to the College World
Series. If that happens to be the case
I’ll have a seventh post-season shirt,
one for each year of attending this
university system, to add to my collection of five bowl games and one
NCAA tournament bracket shirt.
Frank Kurtz is a gradute student pursuing a master’s degree in
Florida studies and the distribution
manager.
He can be reached at
fkurtz@mail.usf.edu

By Shannon Kelly
Guest Columnist
Don’t take my kindness for weakness
... or me hitting on you.
One thing that has always cracked
me up is people’s legitimate fear of
one another. We’ve all been conditioned to “not take candy from
strangers” or “stay away from the guy
in the creepy van,” but I am astonished by how many people actually
fear human interaction.
I honestly start laughing every
time I smile at a fellow young person
on the sidewalk only to have them
nervously look down at their phone
or iPod. The sidewalk is only a couple
feet wide; you obviously see me. Why
not be friendly and give me that
acknowledging head nod?
Same thing goes with dating and
friendships — can’t I “like” a picture or invite someone out without
it meaning I want to get married? I
find it hilarious seeing a Facebook
friend in public acting like he or she
doesn’t know me. People are either
completely oblivious to social conduct or the pack of wolves they were
raised by neglected to teach them any
manners.
Unfortunately, I feel I’m also even
guilty of society’s warped influence.
I now have to question every text I
send to the opposite sex, debate if
I should wait to have them contact
me first and completely over analyze all interactions. Understanding
that everything I say can be taken
six different ways, I have to carefully
construct my thoughts into coherent
communication.
After scrutinizing over what to
say and how to say it, I’m too often
faced with the unavoidable lack of
response. It doesn’t help that there’s
eight billion ways to keep in touch in
2013 — facebooking, tweeting, instagramming, emailing, texting, calling, and everything in between.
However, the individuals that are
known for doing this are constantly
glued to their phones. So, being fed
excuses as to why someone couldn’t
follow through is a bit disheartening.
You could have contacted me on one
of these many platforms and told me
what’s up.
There is a happy balance found
in maintaining one’s privacy and
sanity without leaving people hanging. An easy “I don’t know” or “let
me get back to you” will suffice. So
as a P.S.A., don’t be a jerk to strangers
on the sidewalk, and especially don’t
take for granted people you consider
“friends.”
Shannon Kelly is a senior majoring
in mass communications.
She can be reached at
shannonkelly@mail.usf.edu
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The low GPA of USF football The ‘N’ in

NASCAR stands
for nepotism

By Mike Hopey
Staff Columnist

“I went one day — it was a
small class of 20 or 25 — and
it kind of turned into more of a
big deal than I thought.”
Texas A&M quarterback
Johnny Manziel, the 2012
Heisman Trophy winner, on
why he has decided to take all
of his classes online. Manziel
claims that the attention he
receives from his peers interferes with his education, and
that online classes work best
for him in preventing the fuss
surrounding his presence.
Because all of his classes are
taken remotely, Manziel says he
is only on campus about once a
month.
After a failed attempt last
season, the NHL is getting
ready to propose another conference realignment plan to
fix the current travel ailments
that affect teams around the
league.
There has been no confirmation by the NHL, but CBC’s
Elliotte Friedman reported that
the league is looking at a fourconference layout that would
include two conferences of
seven teams and two conferences of eight teams rather than
the current two conferences of
15 teams.
Among the reported moves
are the Detroit Red Wings to a
conference that would include
teams such as Tampa Bay and
Boston, and the Blue Jackets to
a conference that would include
teams such as Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh.
“ESPN has matched the thirdparty offer that the Big East
Conference received, and, subject to Big East board approval,
ESPN and the Big East will
continue, for years to come,
their long-term relationship,
which began in 1980.”
Big East commissioner
Mike Aresco, on the conference’s new television deal with
ESPN. If approved, the deal
would include seven years of
media rights for men’s basketball (2013-20) and six years for
football (2014-20) for a payout
of $130 million. Based on the
12-team league that is expected
to form by 2015, each school
would receive about $1.8 million annually.

Courtesy of USF Athletics

Former USF tight end Evan Landi (second from the right) made the Big East All Academic Team for the fourth
consecutive year. Landi graduated in 2011 with a degree in communications and is working towards a second
bachelor’s degree in criminology.

By Samantha Ouimette
Staff Reporter
South Florida’s football team had
21 student-athletes named to the
2012 Big East All-Academic Team.
That number was the second lowest
in the conference, ahead of only the
University of Connecticut.
To qualify for that honor, an athlete must have a cumulative gradepoint average of at least 3.0 over a
two-semester span.
Of the players who made the
All-Academic team, 11 of the 21
selected were walk-ons, meaning
they are non-scholarship players.
The players who are the more heavily recruited are the ones having the
hardest time in the classroom.
“Our expectations are based on
proven academic success in high
school,” said Ralph Wilcox, provost
and executive vice president for the
University of South Florida System.
“Not just grade-point averages, but
the rigor of the curriculum they

took in high school and whether
they were successful with it. We
look at advanced placement classes,
International Baccalaureate classes,
and honors classes. We look at standardized test scores, like the ACT
and the SAT.”
The “jock” persona is one that
is well known, and the characteristics that seem to be naturally associated with it are hardly surprising. However, college athletic programs around the country spend
an immense amount of time and
money trying to evade this negative connotation for players in their
program.
As each year passes, the
University of South Florida continues to raise its admission requirements, and potential recruits in all
sports are not exempt from meeting
these standards.
Former USF football head coach
Jim Leavitt lost several high-profile
recruits in his final season due to
the increasing standards.

There is a lot of importance for
football players to succeed academically. Only around 7 percent of eligible NCAA Division I players get
drafted into the National Football
League, and the number that actually makes a professional team’s
roster and maintains a career is
much smaller.
“We made some shifts in the
university to, if you will, really
regain our rightful oversight of academic progress of student-athletes
at the University of South Florida,”
Wilcox said. “[Graduation rates]
are way above the national average,
but it’s still not good enough for us.”
The academic scores of USF student-athletes are improving. The
number of student-athletes on the
Big East All-Academic Team has
increased over the past several seasons. Eight players were named in
2008, followed by 13 in 2009, 16 in
2010, and 18 in 2011.
sports@crowsneststpete.com

Justin something-or-other
By Samantha Ouimette
Staff Reporter
“LOL @Jbrock18 plays
5 years, gets ST award
&
@USFAthletics
@
USFfootball can’t even
spell name right @
USFinsiderbillm.”
Amy Phillips couldn’t
help but tweet when
Justin Brockhaus Kann,
the punter on USF’s special teams unit for five
years, found his name
had been butchered when
he received his award for
Special Teams Player of the
Year. The USF cheerleader
put a picture of the mistake
on Twitter.
Various media outlets
have had trouble spelling

the punter’s name. On
USF’s roster, his name is
listed with a hyphen despite
not having one. Yahoo
Sports referred to him as
Justin Brockhaus-Khann
in a video. Syracuse’s student paper, the Daily
Orange, identified him as
Justin Kann-Brockhaus
after the two teams met last
season in Tampa.
Brockhaus Kann said
two people from USF’s athletic department reached
out to apologize for the
mishap. The word “perseverance” was also recently
misspelled on the Lee Roy
Selmon Award given to
tight end Evan Landi.

NASCAR is
a sport that
remains
completely
foreign to
me. I don’t
understand
the rules,
the strategy or the draw. It’s a noisy affair.
Sweaty masses huddled together in
the warm summer sun don’t interest me at all. This past weekend,
Jimmie Johnson won the Daytona
500 and I didn’t give it much of a
second thought.
So with that said, could someone explain the appeal of Dale
Earnhardt Jr.? He is by and far the
most popular racer in NASCAR
with little to no justification. Is
Junior just the biggest beneficiary
of nepotism in the history of sports?
His dad was a great. I know
that much. Over his 27-year career
Senior won the NASCAR Sprint
Cup Series championship seven
times. He had 76 career wins and
finished in the top 10 in 428 of the
676 races he competed in.
The man truly earned his nickname, “The Intimidator.”
By comparison, Dale Jr. has won
just 19 races in the first 17 years of
his career. Before his 2012 win at the
Quicken Loans 400 in Michigan, he
had gone 143 races without a first
place finish. The best junior has
ever finished in the Sprint Cup is
third back in 2003.
There is no doubt that he benefited from his father’s success.
Maybe it was easier for him to be
signed to a racing team. In fact, it
was really easy — his father owned
the team he started his career with.
When Dale Sr. tragically passed
in 2001 at the Daytona 500 his son
was faced with the humongous task
of being the logical choice to fill
the void left by his father — they
do have the same name. But he was
ill prepared for the task. No matter
how you look at it, Dale Jr. is not as
good as his father.
Fame is the recognition that
comes with achievement and celebrity is the recognition from just
being known. Dale Jr. is a celebrity,
worshipped for nothing more than
being his father’s son.
Mike Hopey is a graduate student
pursuing a master’s degree in journalism and media studies and the
managing editor.
He can be reached at
hopey@crowsneststpete.com
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